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Abstract 
Semantic web mining can be defined as the problem of automatic extraction of information from the database and produce a 
structured output to the user queries. Most works in knowledge base system have focused on using axioms applying enrichment 
method, but was not efficient in detecting the document topic and hence resulted with the expanded queries. Although there is a
straight forward approach for automatic extraction from a larger set of information, the problem of recognizing the second or 
higher order associations between the documents on the web still remains a challenging issue. Specifically, we present three folds 
architecture to process a class of well designed user queries based on Reuters-21578 Text Categorization Collection Data Set, 
called as Semantic Resource Description with Compound Protocol (SRD-CP). The first fold constructs a Semantic Pattern Tree 
based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) query language for detecting the document topic name. The RDF query 
language uses compound structure to produce the result to the expanded user queries. The second fold is the design of compound 
structure in SRD-CP framework that consists of HTTP protocol and constrained application protocol to handle the complex query 
processing. Finally, the third fold includes the definition of word co-occurrences using the association frequency form with the
help of the constructed SPT. Run Associate Apriori (RAA) algorithm is used to identify the second or higher order association 
between the web documents. The RAA algorithm in SRD-CP framework recognizes the association between web related 
documents and user fetched queries.  SRD-CP framework is empirically evaluated using the dataset and is shown to be 
significantly more efficient in terms of document association level computation rate, processing time and user result retrieval
rate.
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1. Introduction. 
   The emergence of semantic web query optimization and its extensions into the web has been making a significant 
impact on detecting document and helps in semantic information processing with varied approaches. Many of the 
researchers have contributed towards semantic web query optimization by studied extensive approaches. The rule 
based method using Word Net’s glossaries (RB)1 using enrichment method constructed the knowledge base system 
using axioms. However, the rule based method using Word Net’s glossaries (RB) 1 was not efficient in detecting the 
document topic and result to the expanded queries. Moreover, Lexical Pattern-based  (LP)2 approach for automatic 
extraction extensively extracted a large set of information to the user queries but a word co-occurrence graph using 
the description of anchor texts-based co-occurrences was not defined. With this the mining algorithms structured 
was not effective in recognizing the second or higher order associations between the documents on the web. 
      With the significant amount of ontologies holding subject, property and object, substantial efforts have been 
made with respect to increased retrieval rate for the data. A novel keyword search model based on IR4 was designed 
for web data retrieval based on semantic types of data using subgraph that included query keywords and resulted in 
improved retrieval rate. Though retrieval rate was improved, but was not proved to be optimized. An optimized 
model was introduced( in)5 based on expectation maximization techniques that provided new attributes from new 
unseen sites. With the great success of information retrieval (IR) in web, search of keywords on the web has 
received greater attention recently. An IR-style approach has been presented (in)9 by using the statistical information 
of XML data to address the problems related to keyword ambiguity. With this, the user search intention was 
increased in a scalable manner though recursive scheme remained unaddressed.   
   With the increasing demands from the user, in the current scenario, dynamic web pages are highly accessible on 
the web rather than static web pages called as the deep web.  As the size of the data increases, the problem of record 
matching in web database also gets increased. An unsupervised, record matching method,( UDD)7 was introduced 
which in a way efficiently identified the duplicate data from multiple Web databases. With this method, high 
precision was achieved with low iteration rate. (In)10, a novel system was introduced to aid the users for efficient 
construction of semantic queries for a specific domain in a relatively lesser amount of time and provided to be 
efficient in terms of accuracy.
    An important research topic in web information processing is the maintenance of anonymity heterogeneous 
networks. One of the key towards anonymity heterogeneous networks is the adaptive query processing due to the 
unpredictable nature of data. Double Index NEsted-loops Reactive (join)8 was designed that aggregated two-way 
join algorithm for accuracy maximization. In this work, we introduce Semantic Resource Description with 
Compound Protocol (SRD-CP) for processing well designed user queries by improving the user result retrieval rate 
at quicker interval of time. In that way, SRD-CP combines the convenience of handling simple and complex query 
processing with the expressivity of the association between web related documents and user fetched queries.
2. Related Works 
   With the significant popularity and increased growth of the Web, information has risen never before, and as a 
result, one of the most extensive tools for obtaining information pertaining to the web is the use of search engines. 
With the more simple means of search, the keyword-based search has become the most popular search in the search 
engines. (In)11, an effective ranking and searching method based on top-k queries were adopted through semantic 
relationships. The ranking method used weighting measure to obtain the semantic relationship and with this a novel 
ranking method was designed that effectively considered meaningful semantic relationships between resource and 
keywords resulting in accurate results. Though search space was reduced and accuracy was increased was not 
appropriate for complex query. To address with complicated query, optimization based on MapReduce 12 was 
introduced which not only minimized the processing time but also proved to be scalable. To improve the accuracy 
for web service compositions, coherent rules mining framework 14 was applied to discover domain knowledge using 
minimum support threshold.  A communication revolution is taking place due to the increased use and application of 
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e-commerce and existence of e-business in heterogeneous domains. Even though with the increased use of Web 
services automated Web service discovery is the topic of several researchers. 
   Currently, web pages are the efficient means for providing data to the users which are in a way linked with each 
other. These web pages though easy for human interpretation but proved to be a significant one for the machine to 
understand it. Query optimization 15 was addressed using an algorithm called adaptive Cuckoo search (ACS) which 
in a way generated optimality for huge RDF graphs and also proved to be efficient in terms of execution time. 
Though efficient in time, accuracy was compromised. The accuracy can be improved by introducing hybrid 
methods. In 16 base and limited hybrid composition was introduced using relation routing scheme for answering 
complex semantic queries.One of the active fields in computer science is measuring the searching for the optimal 
solutions. Resource definition framework (RDF) and a query language (SPARQL)17 were introduced to provide 
solution for optimization. RDF integrated particle swarm optimization (PSO) and fitness was selected on the basis of 
the solution which was identified to be the best. Though the method provided optimized results, address for 
distributed population remain unaddressed. To provide solution for distributed nature, LinkedData based on RDF 
data model 18 was introduced that aggregated the data obtained from the user and transformed the data from 
heterogeneous to distributed data using Linked Data mashups and was proved to be an efficient method for semantic 
web services.  
3. Architectural Framework Of  Semantic Description Framework With Compound protocol 
  The main objective of Semantic Resource Description with Compound Protocol (SRD-CP) architectural 
framework is to process the expanded user queries and identify the association between the web documents and user 
fetched queries. The well-designed user expanded queries provide the suitability for optimization procedures that 
identifies the name of the web document by constructing the semantic pattern tree. The semantic pattern tree is 
constructed based on the query patterns and the Resource Description Framework (RDF) patterns. The SPT obtains 
the document topic name depending on the ordering functions used in SRD-CP framework. The semantic pattern 
tree directly defines the pattern using the query language on the random transformation ‘T’.  
Fig. 1. Compound SRD- CP 
   As illustrated in Figure 1, the compound SRD-CP to handle the expanded queries consists of a RDF query     
language that uses two protocols, HTTP and constrained application protocol. The HTTP simple protocol is used in 
SRD-CP to handle the user queries whereas the constrained application protocol in SRD-CP is intended to be used 
on handling complex queries. The constructed semantic pattern analyzed the word co-occurrences using the 
associated frequency form. The associated frequency form in SRD-CP is biased towards highly frequent words. A 
word that has higher frequency in anchor texts is reported as a high co-occurrence and the higher order association is 
identified with the help of Run Associate Apriori algorithm. The architecture framework of SRD-CP is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 
      As illustrated in Figure 2, the SRD-CP takes the user statement for query processing on semantic web. The SRD-
CP constructs the semantic pattern tree for effective detection of document topic name. The SPT with RDF query 
HTTP Protocol Constrained application protocol 
RDF Query Language 
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language handles the expanded user query using the complex structure. The associated frequency form analyzes the 
word co-occurrences on the semantic web and to reduce the processing time. The second and higher order associates 
are clearly related in the semantic web using the Run Associate Apriori algorithm. The algorithm is briefly 
explained in section 3.3. The construction of semantic pattern tree followed by associated frequency form with an 
elaborate run associate apriori algorithm is elaborated in the following subsections.  
Fig. 2. Architecture Framework of SRD-CP 
     Semantic Pattern Tree construction in SRD-CP is performed using the random transformation ‘T’. The semantic 
pattern tree with root node carries the topic of the user fetched query. The vertex and edges of semantic pattern tree 
in SRD-CP is described as, 
Pattern tree( T)={v,e,q}                                                                                                              (1) 
User result tree(T’)={v’,e’,q}                                                (2) 
  The user fetched query in (1) compares the result with the stored semantic web in order to fetch higher precision 
result. From (2), we can see that the user result is stored in T’ on the vertices v’ and edges  e’ respectively where T’ 
represents the well designed system for fetching the document name. From (1) and (2), if T=T’, then there exists a 
well-defined property in SRD-CP framework.  The construction of SPT is depicted in Figure 3. 
Fig. 3. Construction of Semantic Pattern Tree 
{Document Name (DN), Root} 
{DN, Semantic Keyword ‘k’} {DN, DN Size}
{DN, k, W1} {DN, k, W4} 
User Query  
Statement 
Semantic Pattern tree Construction 
RDF Query Language 
Associated Frequency Form 
Analyzes the word 
co-occurrence 
Run Associate Apriori 
Algorithm 
Detect Document 
topic
Handles Expanded 
User queries 
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    Figure 3 clearly describes the construction of semantic pattern tree using SRD-CP framework. The tree initially 
contains the document name on root vertices ‘v’. The edges are moved on the left and right side of the vertices by 
denoting the semantic keywords on the left and the document size on the right. The Semantic Keyword as illustrated 
in Figure 3, ‘k’ is located on different page count such as ‘W1’ and ‘W4’. Here ‘W1’ and ‘W4’ denotes the web 
pages where the semantic keyword ‘k’ is placed relating to the user query keywords. In a similar manner, the RDF 
query language is used in SPT for handling the expanded user queries. 
3.1 RDF Query Language 
   The RDF with compound structure uses the HTTP protocol initially to handle simple user queries. The HTTP 
protocol combines the constrained application protocol for effective query processing over the web to handle 
complex queries. The SRD-CP framework with constrained application protocol easily translates HTTP for 
simplifying the processing. In order to allow maximal flexibility on expanded query processing, RDF query 
language uses these protocols namely, HTTP and constrained application protocol in an effective manner. With this, 
the compound structure handles the complex query such as,  
   The query language handles the complex query part and returns all direct semantic keywords of the documents. 
The semantic keyword on multiples occurrences of the document is fetched and the word co-occurrences are 
analyzed using the associated frequency form. The associated frequency in SRD-CP framework is described  below. 
3.2 Associated Frequency Form 
    The set of semantic keywords ‘k’ that appear in the anchor texts are fetched and the co-occurrences are identified 
using the Boolean function B. The Boolean function B is described as,  
Boolean Function(B) = {k, DN}                                                                                                    (3) 
     From (3), if the semantic keyword ‘k’ is present in ’DN’ then it returns true to perform the word co-occurrences. 
The two words are said to co-occur in SRD-CP framework if at least one inbound pair of anchor texts contains the 
two words. The co-occurrence uses the SPT vertex and edges to perform the mapping between the word ‘k’ and 
vertices ‘v’. Finally, an edge is created in SRD-CP framework if the co-occurrence exists. According to associated 
frequency form, a vertex that lies with ‘n’ keywords has the ‘n’ order of co-occurrences. Let us consider that a 
single web page document link with many web pages to fetch the user expanded queries result with high co-
occurrences. In SRD-CP framework, the associated frequency is biased on high frequent words in the document. 
The associated frequency is computed as,  
Associated  Frequency(f) = n log(k/(n+1))                                                                                                    (4) 
   From (4), the co-occurrence measure using the associated frequency in SRD-CP framework is provided.  Each of 
these measures is used to analyze the word co-occurrences on each document. A word with high occurrence (i.e.,) 
frequency in anchor texts reports high co-occurrences in SRD-CP framework. The second and third order 
association in SRD-CP framework is performed using the Run Associate Apriori algorithm which is described 
below. 
3.3 Run Associate Apriori algorithm 
    In SRD-CP framework, the second or higher order association between the web documents and user fetched 
queries is recognized using the Run Associate Apriori algorithm (RAA). RAA in SRD-CP framework recognizes the 
Begin Query_Form 
Prefix complex Structure: 
Select Semantic Keyword ‘key’ from Document name where ‘key’ occurs on the suffix position ‘S’ 
End Query_Form  
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association between the web related documents and user fetched queries. The Apriori property is then defined as,  
Apriori property = k – edge(k+1) – edge(k+2)- … edge(k+n) – edge                                                      (5)
   From (5) ‘k’ denotes the semantic keywords on each edge point from level ‘1’ to ‘n’. The Run Associate Apriori 
algorithm (RAA) is described as,  
// Run Associate Apriori algorithm 
Input: Identify semantic keyword ‘k’ on DN 
Step 1: Apriori on transformation on SPT 
Step 2:  While kÅ n 
Step 3: For all co-occurrence of ’k’ 
Step 3.1: Associate frequency computed for level 1 
Step 3.2: Computed based on (f) = n log(k/(n+1))   
Step 3.3:  Applied Apriori property to analyze associated 
Step 4: End For 
Step 5: Repeat step 3 and 4 for all co-occurrence keyword 
Step 6: End While 
Output: Higher order association are identified in ‘DN’ 
   The above RAA algorithm helps to easily identify the association between the keywords with minimal processing 
time. The frequency ‘f’ measured on each level and co-occurrences are identified. The SPT is used extensively on 
all upcoming steps to reach higher precision rate in SRD-CP framework. 
4. Experimental Evaluvation 
Semantic Resource Description with Compound Protocol (SRD-CP) architectural framework uses JAVA platform 
to perform the experimental work. The JAVA platform uses the Reuters-21578 Text Categorization Collection Data 
Set from UCI repository to identify the word co-occurrence of data. Reuters-21578 has a collection of documents 
which were collected and indexed with categories. Each REUTERS tag contains clear condition of the values of five 
attributes, such as TOPICS, LEWISSPLIT, CGISPLIT, OLDID, and NEWID. These attributes are meant to identify 
document topic name and association between the documents. SRD-CP framework experiment the work against the 
existing Rule based method using Word Net’s glossaries (RB) and Lexical Pattern-based (LP) approach. The 
experiment is conducted on the factors such as web topic detection rate, message overhead in document association 
level computation rate, processing time and user result retrieval rate in terms of (precision/recall). 
4.1 Result Analaysis 
   In order to analyze the characteristics and functionality of the SRD-CP approach, the performance was accessed in 
a quantitative manner on the basis of five attributes, such as TOPICS, LEWISSPLIT, CGISPLIT, OLDID, and 
NEWID obtained from Reuters-21578 Text Categorization Collection Data Set from UCI repository and compared 
the analysis with the existing RB 1 method and LP 2approach. The experimental results using JAVA are compared 
and analyzed with the help of the table values and graphical representation is shown as given below. To provide 
with an elaborate performance, in Table 1 we apply run associate apriori algorithm to obtain the web topic detection 
rate and comparison is made with two other existing techniques, RB and LP approach respectively. 
     Figure 4(a) show that the proposed SRD-CP approach provides higher web topic detection rate when compared 
to RB 1 method and LP 2 approach. This is because of the application of Run Associate Apriori algorithm using 
which the second or higher order association between web documents and user fetched queries are recognized which 
vehemently results in the improvement of web topic detection rate by 8 – 22 % compared to RB method. In addition 
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to that with the use of Apriori property, the semantic keywords on each edge point from various levels is identified 
which naturally results in the improvement of web topic detection rate by 16 – 37 % compared to LP approach. 
Table 1 performances of web topic                                           Table 2 performances of message overhead 
detection rate using various methods.                             computation rate with respect to document. 
        The comparison of message overhead computation rate is provided in table 2 with respect to several documents 
of sizes in the range of 3 MB – 18 MB. With increase in the number and size of documents, the message overhead 
computation rate is also increased though reaches to saturation when the document size is about 12 MB.  
a                b  
                           
Fig. 4. (a) Measure of web topic detection rate. (b) Measure of message overhead computation rate 
   In figure 4(b), the message overhead computation rate is depicted with respect to various document sizes of range 
3 – 18 MB that are considered for the experimental purposes in JAVA. From the figure, we can observe that the 
value of message overhead computation rate achieved using the proposed SRD-CP approach is higher when 
compared to two other existing works Rule based method using Word Net’s glossaries (RB)1 and Lexical Pattern-
based (LP)2 approach. Moreover, we can also observe that by varying the size of the documents, the message 
overhead computation rate is increased but comparatively improvement is observed using the proposed SRD-CP 
approach because with the application of Boolean function the co-occurrences of the document are identified that 
minimizes the message overhead computation rate by 6 – 42 % and 22 – 65 % compared to RB and LP approach 
respectively.
Document 
(DN) 
MB  
Message overhead computation rate (%) 
SRD-CP
approach 
RB method LP 
approach 
3 22.5 32.15 37.25 
6 28.5 38.51 45.61 
9 32.35 34.45 39.60 
12 36.45 46.55 51.60 
15 33.45 43.55 48.62 
18 39.45 49.55 54.64 
Document 
(DN) 
MB
Web topic detection rate (%) 
SRD-CP
approach 
RB method LP approach 
3 32.35 25.15 20.10 
6 40.75 33.55 28.50 
9 52.35 45.15 40.10 
12 50.45 43.35 38.30 
15 58.65 51.25 46.20 
18 62.66 57.36 52.31 
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   The processing time using SRD-CP approach is provided in an elaborate manner in table 3. We consider the 
approach with different number of user queries acquired from the UCI repository using five attributes for 
experimental purpose using JAVA.    
       Table 3 performances of processing time                                           Table 4 performance of user result 
        with respect to user queries                                                    retrieval rate on user queries 
    The targeting results of the processing time using SRD-CP approach method with two state-of-the-art methods 1, 2
in figure 5(a) is presented for visual comparison based on the varied user queries. Our approach differs from the 
(RB)1 method and (LP)2 approach in that we have incorporated the HTTP simple protocol for handling simpler user 
queries whereas the constrained application protocol is intended for handling complex queries separately that 
improves the processing time by 16 – 28 % and 27 – 46 % compared to RB and LP approach respectively. 
a         b  
Figure 5 (a)  Measure of processing time (b) Measure of user result retrieval rate 
    
     Table 4 and Figure 5(b) shows the user result retrieval rate using Reuters-21578 datasets for SRD-CP approach 
and comparison is made with two other existing works namely, (RB)1 method and (LP)2 approach versus increasing 
User
queries 
Processing time (ms) 
SRD-CP
approach 
RB method LP approach 
5 28 36 41 
10 32 40 45 
15 35 43 48 
20 40 50 55 
25 41 49 54 
30 48 56 61 
User
queries 
User result retrieval rate (%) 
SRD-CP
approach 
RB
method
LP 
approach 
5 65 54 50 
10 65 54 50 
15 60 50 46 
20 63 52 47 
25 65 54 47 
30 61 51 46 
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number of user queries from q = 5 to q = 30. The user result retrieval rate improvement returned by Reuters-21578 
dataset over RB and LP increases gradually as the number of user queries gets increased. For example for q = 15, 
the percentage improvement of SRD-CP compared to RB is 16.66 percent and compared to LP is 23.33 percent, 
whereas for q = 20 the improvements are around 17.46 and 25.39 percent compared to RB and LP respectively. The 
reason is that the user result retrieval rate for SRD-CP is evaluated using constructed semantic pattern tree that 
analyzes the word co-occurrences using associated frequency form is biased towards highly frequent words which in 
improves the user retrieval rate or the precision score by 16 – 17 % when compared to RB. At the same time 
Semantic Pattern Tree construction in SRD-CP uses random transformation that efficiently compares the result with 
the stored semantic web in order to fetch higher precision result by 23 – 27 % when compared to LP.
5 Conclusion 
   In this work, we proposed a Semantic Resource Description with Compound Protocol (SRD-CP) approach to 
process a class of web designed user queries on Reuters-21578 Text Categorization Collection Data Set. The SRD-
CP approach utilizes Semantic Pattern Tree based on the Resource Description Framework to efficiently detect the 
document topic name and applies compound structure to produce the result to the expanded user queries. With the 
efficient detection of topic, to handle complex queries, HTTP protocol and constrained application protocol are 
applied for effective user result retrieval rate. Finally, word co-occurrences using the association frequency is 
performed using Run Associate Apriori (RAA) algorithm for efficient measure of second or higher order association 
between the web documents. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed SRD-CP approach not only leads 
to noticeable improvement over the parameters message overhead computation rate and web topic detection rate, but 
also outperforms processing time required to fetch the user queries in a relatively lesser amount of time compared 
over other methods, namely, RB and LP.  
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